New ideas in piezoelectricity and optics, the ASCII code, doing tech research

By Don Lancaster

Let's start out with several updates on previous topics. I have just found a very good resource for pressure-transducer information. Its called the Pressure Transducer Handbook and is published by SenSym, the people who took over the old National Semiconductors transducer line.

The handbook has lots of hacker-type ap-notes in it. Also included is a handy side rule that does both pressure and temperature conversions for you. Both are free on a phone or letterhead request.

Turning to shaft encoders, check out the Optical Encoder Design Guide from Motion Systems, a short but helpful tutorial. Hewlett-Packard also has lots of new shaft-encoder products at (for them) extremely reasonable prices. Ready to go encoders are available for $24.

They also have an even cheaper HEDS-7000 panel-mount digital potentiometer that produces 256 pulses per revolution. Unlike an ordinary pot, this one goes round and round continuously. H-P intends this jewel for hand operation and strongly recommends that you do not motor drive it. But it should be useful for "limited-motion" encoders such as you might need on a hacker's robotics arm. Cost is as little as $12.

Finally, H-P also has a new integrated circuit that does all the conditioning and encoding of absolute shaft encoders. Contact the company directly for more details.

Don't forget that I have some free shaft-encoder software for you, along with some other freebies that include a laser printing demo pack, an RS-232C handout, and copies of this month's ASCII code tables. I've also just freshly reprinted my Micro Cookbook, Volume I, so this once hard-to-get volume is now back in stock.

What is new in piezoelectricity?

Piezoelectricity is the property of certain substances that produce a voltage when they are stressed and, conversely, to stretch when they have voltage applied to them. Two very old examples of piezoelectric components are the quartz crystals used for frequency standards and the Rochelle salt crystals used long ago for phonograph cartridges and microphones.

A few years back, new piezoelectric materials came along involving man-made crystals called PZT and PZBT. These are used in such things as gas pilot igniters and sonar transducers.

One useful resource on all this is the Piezo Technology: Data for Designers, 40-page manual available from Vernitron.

But, there's now a brand new piezoelectric ball game. A magic thin-film plastic is now available from Penwalt called Kynar PiezoFilm. Many new applications can now be found for this new piezoelectric film.

For instance, you can now build piezoelectric fans that have no moving parts except for their vibrating plastic blades. These can be made small enough to deliver the cooling air exactly where it is needed, reliably and quietly.

The piezo film apparently is not as sensitive as older piezoelectric materials, but its form factor more than makes up for this. The film is also pyroelectric, which means it can also be used for such things as infrared receivers and detectors. One possible application would be a low cost "hot-spot" detector for firemen looking inside walls on a post-fire overhaul.

You can get a tiny free sample by a letterhead request to Penwalt. They also have a $45 evaluation kit that includes full technical data, connectors, and samples of the various film types.

Let us know what you can come up with on this, for there are literally hundreds of possible construction projects that could be worked up with this material.

What is ASCII?

ASCII is short for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. It is the standard way that text messages are handled by virtually all personal computers and their peripherals.

Microcomputers speak ASCII. Printers speak ASCII. Modems speak ASCII. Disks store ASCII in their text files. An understanding of what ASCII is and how it is put to use is essential for just about anyone doing anything at all with a microcomputer.

The ASCII code was originally a 7-bit code, meaning that it could represent 128 different symbols associated with the gathering and printing of text. Because most of today's micros handle text in 8-bit bytes, there are really two different ASCII codes in use today.

These are called the "ASCII Code" and the "High ASCII Code." The only difference between the two is whether the eighth, or most significant bit (MSB) is a logic 0 or 1.

Since only the bottom seven bits are needed for ASCII symbols, the use of high

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S-0</th>
<th>S-1</th>
<th>S-2</th>
<th>S-3</th>
<th>S-4</th>
<th>S-5</th>
<th>S-6</th>
<th>S-7</th>
<th>S-8</th>
<th>S-9</th>
<th>S-A</th>
<th>S-B</th>
<th>S-C</th>
<th>S-D</th>
<th>S-E</th>
<th>S-F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>012</td>
<td>013</td>
<td>014</td>
<td>015</td>
<td>016</td>
<td>017</td>
<td>018</td>
<td>019</td>
<td>01A</td>
<td>01B</td>
<td>01C</td>
<td>01D</td>
<td>01E</td>
<td>01F</td>
<td>020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>021</td>
<td>022</td>
<td>023</td>
<td>024</td>
<td>025</td>
<td>026</td>
<td>027</td>
<td>028</td>
<td>029</td>
<td>02A</td>
<td>02B</td>
<td>02C</td>
<td>02D</td>
<td>02E</td>
<td>02F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>030</td>
<td>031</td>
<td>032</td>
<td>033</td>
<td>034</td>
<td>035</td>
<td>036</td>
<td>037</td>
<td>038</td>
<td>039</td>
<td>03A</td>
<td>03B</td>
<td>03C</td>
<td>03D</td>
<td>03E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03F</td>
<td>S2-</td>
<td>S3-</td>
<td>S4-</td>
<td>S5-</td>
<td>S6-</td>
<td>S7-</td>
<td>S8-</td>
<td>S9-</td>
<td>SA-</td>
<td>SB-</td>
<td>SC-</td>
<td>SD-</td>
<td>SE-</td>
<td>SF-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>040</td>
<td>041</td>
<td>042</td>
<td>043</td>
<td>044</td>
<td>045</td>
<td>046</td>
<td>047</td>
<td>048</td>
<td>049</td>
<td>04A</td>
<td>04B</td>
<td>04C</td>
<td>04D</td>
<td>04E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04F</td>
<td>S4-</td>
<td>S5-</td>
<td>S6-</td>
<td>S7-</td>
<td>S8-</td>
<td>S9-</td>
<td>S10</td>
<td>S11</td>
<td>S12</td>
<td>S13</td>
<td>S14</td>
<td>S15</td>
<td>S16</td>
<td>S17</td>
<td>S18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\text{Table 1. Low ASCII character code ranges from hexadecimal S00 to SF7 or decimal 0 to 127.}$
ASCII or low ASCII depends on the system and the system designer. For instance, low ASCII might be used for normal text, and high ASCII might be used for inverse text on a video screen. Or low ASCII might be used for a "normal" font, while high ASCII might be used for a "bold" font by a printer. Or, you might mix low ASCII text characters with parsed commands, all of which have their MSB set to 1. This is done in BASIC and similar languages.

Some machine-language programs may use low ASCII for all but the last character of a text string. The last character is coded in high ASCII. This is a "free" way to tell when one message ends and the next message begins.

As specific examples, the Apple II+ and Ile screen uses high ASCII for normal text, as does the older DOS 3.3 operating system. The newer ProDos operating system uses low ASCII, as do most modems and most text routines on most other personal computers.

Table 1 shows the low ASCII code, while Table 2 shows the high ASCII code. I have purposely separated these two, since it is much easier to use one or the other separately when "tearing apart" a computer program.

As you can see, there are 128 different symbols available in low or high ASCII. There are 32 values for upper-case letters and certain punctuation; 32 values for lower-case letters and some other obscure punctuation; 32 values for numbers and common punctuation; and, finally, 32 values used for control commands.

A control command is something that never appears in print, but instead causes something to happen at some end of the communicating process. As examples, the BEL command may ring a bell or sound a tone, while the CR command may issue a carriage return, and so on down the list.

Many control commands are standardized and are always used for their intended purpose. Others are rather specialized and can be "liberated" for your own uses or special applications.

There are several ways to read these tables. The ASCII character is the big center character in each box. The small number immediately below each ASCII character is the decimal value of that ASCII character. Decimal values are often used in BASIC and other high-level programming languages, sometimes as a CHRS() command.

Ferinstance, a CHRS$(107) represents a lower-case "k" in low ASCII. The same symbol in high ASCII would be a CHRS$(235). Note that you can always get between high and low ASCII in hex by adding or subtracting 280, once again the value of the MSB in the 8-bit word.

The table row in which an ASCII character appears gives you the leftmost, or more significant, hex byte for that ASCII character, while the column gives you the rightmost, or less significant hex byte of the code.

Ferinstance, a hexadecimal $47 is an upper-case "G" in low ASCII. The same "G" in high ASCII would be a hexadecimal $C7. Note that you can always get between high and low ASCII in hex by adding or subtracting 280, once again the value of the MSB in the 8-bit word.

The bracketed letter above the ASCII control characters in these tables shows how you would enter such a control character from the Apple keyboard. Thus, to issue an FF formfeed, use a [L] from the keyboard. This [L] means to enter a "control-L", or Press down and hold the CONTROL key. Then press and release the L key. Finally, release CONTROL.

How do you handle things that are not in the ASCII code? The official way to do this is with escape sequences. An escape sequence consists of an escape control command, followed by enough characters to convey the task to be done in whatever needed the escaping in the first place. For instance, the Diablo 630 daisywheel printer uses an "[esc]-M" to enter its full fill justification mode.

Another way to handle ASCII exceptions is to put the main code in low ASCII and the exceptions in high ASCII. For instance, a full typesetting font might need a trademark symbol, or a letter with those European dots on top of it that might be coded in high ASCII. Then some convention is used to switch you between the two.

In the Postscript language used in the Laserwriter, a reverse slash, followed by a three-digit octal number will print any of 256 different characters or control commands, but does so only while receiving ordinary printable low ASCII characters.

More information on tearing apart ASCII text files appears in my book Enhancing your Apple II and Ile, Volume 1 (SAMS #21822).

You might like to copy Tables 1 and 2, place them back to back, and laminate them in plastic.

What's new in optics?

A mind-boggling assortment of new and
exciting optics concepts have recently shown up in many different magazines. All have outstanding hacker potential and are crying for your use. Here's a quick rundown:

From the April 86 Popular Science, a magic new plastic from Mobay Chemical that carries total internal reflection to extremes. Much of the light that goes in the faces comes out the ends. Besides "gee whiz" neon-looking business cards, this stuff should be ideal for "sided" dials and panels. More importantly, it should be a very-low-cost solar electric concentrator.

From the March 6, 1986 issue of Machine Design, a brand new, simple, and cheap way of creating just about anything at all. You pour a liquid polymer onto a sheet or into a clear tank. Then you shine light at those portions of the polymer you want to harden into a product. Then you wash away the remaining unexposed polymer. Such things as "drilling" blind square holes are now trivally done by a hacker on his kitchen table!

The future of light-hardened polymers is even better. Take a tank of liquid polymer and scan it with three lasers on the X, Y and Z axes. Where they cross, the liquid polymer hardens. And, yes, there is a definite threshold effect where low light levels will do no hardening at all. Software routines can then describe any shape from an artist's sculpture to a precision machinery part. Which means that repair and replacement machinery parts can eventually be "shipped" anywhere in the world over a telephone!

A third optic development came out of the recent Microsoft CD Disk conference and is outlined in the March 17, 1986 Infoworld. There's a new CD disk operating system called CD-I, where the I means interactive. This means that DC disk systems can now handle pictures, animation, and graphics, as well as words, and that you can quickly random access any portion of the disk. It uses the Tandy Color Computer operating system.

Turning to the March 17, 1986 issue of Electronics, a Swedish firm named ASEA now has some very interesting fiber-optic sensors. One is a remote reading thermometer. You shine light of one frequency down the fiber, and the frequency of the light coming back is proportional to the sensor temperature. It works remotely from over a quarter of a mile away, with total electrical and safety isolation. A somewhat similar product has a cantilevered mirror at the end that forms a remote accelerometer.

A final look at the April '86 Scientific American reveals two fascinating optical areas. One is the optical gyroscope, which has few or no moving parts. The first hacker to develop a $25 optical gyroscope will run away with a very large bag of nickels. The time is ripe for a dramatic drop in the cost of gyroscopes, which would open them up to an incredible array of new applications, even toys.

The same issue has some construction details on creating a magic phase conjugating mirror that automatically removes distortion from optical images.

---
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GET IT NOW!

More pages, more products—and it isn't hot off the press! Get the new 1986/7 DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS Catalog and find anything for the electronics enthusiast. The data section alone is worth the price of admission. Send for your copy today.
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Bedford, OH 44146
(216) 232-8600

Under certain circumstances, these magic mirrors even exhibit the concept of negative time!

Yes, all of this stuff is for real. And here and now.

How do you do technical research?

First and foremost, read as many possible trade journals involving your field of interest. So many times, you find useful and profitable information in areas where you least expect to find it.

Secondly, get thoroughly familiar with a large technical library. I'm purposely not going to give you any names or numbers to those optics references above, because I want you to go to any old library and check out a key reference book called Uhlrichts
This will show you all the trade journals available in all fields and how to get them. One obscure technical library tip: Practically all of the reference materials will send you back/ward through time, and thus aren't that useful in fast breaking fields. But there is a reference called the Science Citations Index that believe it or not, moves you forward through time.

How does it work? Every time a paper is referenced, that newer paper is listed. Just about any field has its early "horses-mouth" source documents. For instance, anything competent written on active filters must reference Sallen and Key. Anything competent written on unfocused solar collectors must reference Winston, and so on.

This can start a tree, for as soon as you find a newer author making the reference more than once, you can also chase him up through time.

The third way to research is with electronic data bases. Things have gotten far too complicated for any library to keep up, let alone any individual. As an availability example, NTIS, among millions of other published searches, can send you a 208-entry annotated bibliography on laser optical gyroscopes if you order No. PB84-852987CA1. Cost is around $50, which is a real bargain, considering what you get.

**How about another contest?**

All right: Modern Electronics Hardware Hacker has a problem that you may be able to help solve. I'll award the usual SAMS book to the best ten entries, and an all expense paid tinaja quest for two (FOB Thatcher, AZ) to the best entry.

The problem is to design a robotic cow. Rodeo is a very big sport in many parts of this country. To train cowboys and roping horses for certain events, a robotic cow is needed.

The pseudocow has to travel along an 80-foot-long linear track and must be able to rapidly change speed and direction, both under programmable and remote operator control. As much as possible, "found" or adapted materials are to be used. The budget is tight, say $250 maximum, not including stock personal computers or standard R/C radio controllers.

---

**Add a Little Technology to Your Library**

**Understanding Data Communications** (2nd Ed.) by Fike, Friend, Bellamy and Baker
Understand the codes used for data communications, the types of messages, and the transmissions channels— including fiber optics and satellites. ISBN: 0-672-27019-6, $14.95

**Understanding Digital Electronics** (2nd Ed.) by Gene W. McWhorter
Learn why digital circuits are used, how digital circuits work, and convert information into electronic language. ISBN: 0-672-27013-7, $14.95

**Understanding Digital Troubleshooting** (2nd Ed.) by Don L. Cannon
This book presents the principles and troubleshooting techniques required to begin digital equipment repair and maintenance. ISBN: 0-672-27015-3, $14.95

**Understanding Microprocessors** (2nd Ed.) by Cannon and Luecke
Provides an individualized learning format for the newcomer who wants to know what microprocessors are, what they do, and how they work. ISBN: 0-672-27010-2, $14.95

**Understanding Solid State Electronics** (4th Ed.) by Halfford and McWhorter
Explains complex concepts such as electricity, semiconductor theory, how electronic circuits make decisions, and how integrated circuits are made. ISBN: 0-672-27012-9, $14.95

**Understanding Telephone Electronics** (2nd Ed.) by Fike and Friend
Subjects include speech circuits, dialing, ringing, central office electronics, microcomputers, digital transmission, network transmission, modems, and new cellular phones. ISBN: 0-672-27018-8, $14.95

**Understanding Artificial Intelligence** by Henry C. Shidkoff
Includes definitions, history, expert systems, natural language processing, LISP machines, hardware requirements, and the thrust of AI research. ISBN: 0-672-27021-8, $14.95

**Understanding Automation Systems** (2nd Ed.) by Farwell and Schmitt
Learn about programmable systems, how to use microprocessors and programmable controllers, types of robots available, and their applications. ISBN: 0-672-27014-5, $14.95

**Understanding Automotive Electronics** (2nd Ed.) by Ribbens and Manour
Explains how electronic functions and microprocessors are applied for drive train control, motion control and instrumentation. ISBN: 0-672-27017-3, $14.95

**Understanding Communications Systems** (2nd Ed.) by Cannon and Luecke
This book explores how information is converted into electrical signals, transmitted to distant locations, and converted back to the original information. ISBN: 0-672-27016-1, $14.95

**Understanding Computer Science** (2nd Ed.) by Roger S. Walker
This book covers the fundamentals of hardware and software, programs and languages, input and output, data structures and more. ISBN: 0-672-27011-0, $14.95

**Understanding Computer Science Applications** by Roger S. Walker
Discusses how computers communicate with their input/output units and with each other using parallel communications, serial communications, and computer networking. ISBN: 0-672-27020-3, $14.95
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**NEED HELP?**

Phone or write your Hardware Hacker questions directly to:

Don Lancaster
Synergies
Box 809
Thatcher, AZ 85552
(602) 428-4073

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics